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1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the multiple container loading problem with rectangular boxes
of different sizes and one or more containers, which means that the boxes should be loaded
into the containers so that the waste space in the containers are minimized or the total value
of the boxes loaded into the containers is maximized. Several approaches have been taken to
solve this problem (Ivancic et al., 1989; Mohanty et al., 1994; George, 1996; Bortfeldt, 2000;
Eley, 2002; Eley, 2003; Takahara, 2005; Takahara, 2006). The aim of this paper is to propose
an efficient greedy approach for the multiple container loading problem and to contribute to
develop a load planning software and applications.
The problem considered in this paper is the three-dimensional packing problem, therefore it
is known to NP-hard. This implies that no simple algorithm has been found so far. In this
paper this problem is solved by a relatively simple method using a two-stage strategy.
Namely, all boxes are numbered and for the sequence of the numbers a greedy algorithm of
loading boxes into containers is considered. This greedy algorithm is based on first-fit
concept (Johnson et al., 1974) and determines the arrangement of each box. This algorith try
to load the boxes all kind of containers and select the best arrangement result. It’s requires a
box loading sequence and a set of orientation orders of each box type for each container
type.
Each box is tried to load according to these dynamic parameters. Moreover, a static
parameter overhang ratio is introduced here. This is a percentage of the bottom face area of
the loading box that isn’t supported with other boxes that are below. As shown by Takahara
(Takahara, 2006), if this parameter is different, the arrangement given this algorithm is
different in spite of using a same pair of the loading sequence and the orientation orders.
Some initial pairs of solution, that is a box loading sequence and a set of orientation orders
of each box type, are selected among some rules, which are given beforehand. This solution
is altered by using a multi-start local search approach. The local search approach is used to
find a good pair of solutions that is brought an efficient arrangement by the greedy loading
algorithm. The arrangement obtained in the iterations is estimated by volume utilization or
total value of the loaded boxes.
The effectiveness of the proposed approach is shown by comparing the results obtained
with the approaches presented by using benchmark problems from the literature. Finally,
the layout examples by the application using the proposed approach for container loading
are illustrated.
Source: Advances in Greedy Algorithms, Book edited by: Witold Bednorz,
ISBN 978-953-7619-27-5, pp. 586, November 2008, I-Tech, Vienna, Austria
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2. Problem description
The multiple container loading problem discussed in this paper is to load a given set of
several boxes of varying size in one or more different containers so as to minimize the total
volume of required containers or to maximize the total value of loaded boxes. This problem
includes two kinds of problem, one is the problem with one container type and the other is
the problem with different container types.
Before presenting the problem formulation, some notations used this paper are defined.
Let n be the number of types of boxes and let P = {1,..., n} . The box, the volume, the value
per unit volume and the number of a box of type i , i ∈ P , are denoted by bi, vi , ci and mi,
respectively. Each box of type corresponds to integer i , i ∈ P , and all permutations of the
numbers ρ ={ σ : σ (b1,..., bi,..., bn), i∈ P} are considered. The number of boxes is denoted by
T , i.e.
.
Let N be the number of types of containers and let Q = {1,..., N}. The container, the volume
and the number of a container of type h , h ∈ Q, are denoted by Ch, Vh and Mh Thus, if N =1,
then this problem is the one container type problem.
The boxes can be rotated. In consequence, up to six different orientations are allowed. Hence
the rotation variants of a box are indexed from 1 to 6, an orientation order of each box type i
. If an edge (i.e. length, width or
to load to the container type h is denoted by
height) placed upright, the box of type i can take two orientations among them. Each box of
type i is tried to load to the container of type h according to this orientation order . Here, a
is considered.
set of orientation orders
For each ∈ ρ and ∈ , an algorithm that will be described below is applied, and loading
positions of boxes are determined. The optimal solution is found by changing this
permutation and this set of orders.
Practical constraints which have to be taken into account are load stability, weigh
distribution, load bearing strength of boxes and so on. In this paper, in order to consider the
load stability and vary the arrangement, overhang parameter is introduced. This is a
percentage of the bottom face area of the loading box that isn’t supported with other boxes
that are below. Therefore, a box isn’t allowed to be loaded to the position in which this
parameter isn’t satisfied. Generally, takes the value from 0% to 50%. Suppose that other
constraints aren’t taken into account here.
A loading algorithm A and a criterion F must be prepared for solving this multiple container
loading problem. A is greedy algorithm and determines the arrangement of loading position
of each box X according to the sequence and the set of orientation orders within the
range of . This algorithm try to load the boxes to all kind of containers and select the
container provided the best result. When all boxes are loaded by this algorithm and the
arrangement is determined, the criterion F can be calculated. The arrangement is estimated
by volume utilization and the total value of the loaded boxes. If the result required the
and the number of the loaded box of type i is , the
number of container of type h is
volume utilization is represented by
(1)
Moreover, the total value of the boxes loaded into the containers is represented by
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(2)

In this paper, the objective is to maximize the volume utilization and the total value of
loaded boxes. Therefore, the criterion F is denoted by
(3)

where α, are constant number that depend on the problem. The optimality implies that
this factor is maximized. Thus, the multiple container loading problem is denoted by
(4)
When the calculation method for F( , , ) is specified, the multiple container loading
problem can be formulated as above combinatorial optimization problem. It naturally is
adequate to use local search approach to obtain the optimal pair of the box sequence and
the set of orientation orders . It is supposed that the overhang parameter is given before
simulation. It should be noticed that the greedy loading algorithm and the multi-start local
search can separately be considered.

3. Proposed approach
3.1 Greedy loading algorithm
“Wall-building approach (George & Robinson, 1980)” and “Stack-building approach (Gilmore &
Gomory, 1965)” are well-known as heuristic procedure for loading boxes in container.
In this paper, first-fit concept is used as basic idea. Therefore, the proposed greedy loading
algorithm consecutively loads the type of boxes, starting from b1 to the last bn. Since the total
(k=1,..,T) is loaded to the position pk in the container.
number of boxes is T, the box
Therefore, the arrangement of boxes X is denoted by
(5)

If the box (k=1,..,T) is loaded in the container , h ∈Q, i= 1,..., Mh ,that means ph ∈ . The
loading position pk is selected from a set of potential loading areas Sk, which consists of the
container floor and the top surface of the boxes that have been already loaded. Therefore,
the set of potential loading areas here is
(6)
where gk is the number of potential loading areas after loading k-1 boxes. The potential
loading area is defined by a base point position, the length and the width. The base point is
a point near the lower far left corner of the container. For example, in case of k =1, the
number of potential loading areas is 1 and s1 is the container floor.
In order to solve this multiple container loading problem, the method can be divided by two
parts. The first part is single container part, and the other part is different container part.
The single container part algorithm is to solve single container loading problem.
The single container part algorithm SCA uses the following steps.
[Algorithm SCA]
Step 1: Set the sequence = (b1,..., bn), the set of orientation orders μ = (r1h ,..., rnh ) and the
overhang parameter
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decide the set of initial potential loading area S1;
set i = 1, k = 1, and j = 1 as index for the current box type, the current box, and the
current orientation, respectively.
Step 2: If i ≤ n , then take the box of type bi for loading, else stop.
Step 3: If all boxes of type bi are already loaded, then set i = i +1, j =1 and go to Step 2.
Step 4: Scan the set of loading area Sk and find the loading position.
If a position that can be loaded is not found, then go to Step 6.
Step 5: Load the box on the selected position by Step 4.
Set k = k +1 and update the set of loading area Sk.
If the boxes of type bi are remained, then go to Step 2, else go to Step 7.
Step 6: If j < 6 , then j = j +1 and go to Step 4.
Step 7: If k ≤ T , then set i = i +1, j =1 and go to Step 2, else stop.
This algorithm uses the orientation order of each box. The box of type bi is arranged in the
in Step 3. If the current orientation is not permitted, skip Step 3 and go to
orientation of
Step 5 to take next orientation that is determined by . Each box has a reference point in any
of the six orientations. This point is set to the lower far left corner of the box and is used for
scanning the potential loading areas in Step 4. A position that the box is loaded means a
position in which the reference point of the box is put. For scanning each potential loading
area, the reference point is set on the base point and is moved to the direction of the width
and the length. The potential loading area is examined by the order of Sk, that is, from s1 to
. The position in which the box can be loaded is where it doesn’t overlap with other boxes
that are already loaded and the overhang parameter of this box is γ or less.
The update procedure of the set of potential loading area in Step 5 is as follows:
1. Update current area
If the box is loaded to the base point of the selected loading area, the area is deleted.
When it is loaded to other positions, the area changes the dimension of the length or the
width, and remains.
2. Create new loading area
New loading areas, that is, a top face of the box, a right area of the box and a front area
of the box, are generated if the container space and the loading area exist.
3. Combine area
If the height of the base point of new loading area is same as the height of the base point
of an existing loading area, and the new area is adjacent to the existing area, they are
combined into one area.
4. Sort area
In order to determine the order by which the loading area is examined, the existing
loading areas are rearranged.
Generally, lower and far position in the container is selected as the loading position at first.
In this paper, therefore the loading areas are sorted into the far lower left order of the base
point position. Namely, the loading priority is given in the order of a far position, a lower
position and a left position.
This algorithm is denoted by SCA( , , , h, i), where h ∈Q, i = 1,...,Mh , and the arrangement
result of SCA( , , , h, i) is denoted by .
(7)
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is represented by
(8)

where
is the volume of the box , and
is the value of the box . This is a partial
criterion value.
The different container part algorithm is to try to load the boxes to all kind of left containers
so as to determine the type of containers that is used. Therefore the q -th best arrangement
Rq is denoted by
(9)
is the number of required containers of type h before he q -th arrangement. The
where
different container part algorithm DCA uses the following steps.
[Algorithm DCA]
Step 1: Set the sequence = (b1,..., bn), the set of orientation orders μ = (r1h ,..., rnh ) and the
overhang parameter for loading boxes;
set h = 1 and q =1 as index for the current container type and number of required
containers.
Step 2: If h ≤ N , then take the container of type h ∈Q, else go to Step 5 .
Step 3: If the containers of type h aren’t remained, then set h = h + 1 and go to Step 2.
+1).
Step 4: Solve SCA( , , , h,
Set h = h + 1 and go to Step 2.
Step 5: Select the best result Rq .
If all boxes are loaded, then set q = qmax and stop,
else if q <

Mi set h = 1, q = q +1 and go to Step 2.

else stop.
This algorithm is denoted by DCA( , , ) and determines the container that loads the boxes
one by one. This is also greedy algorithm and qmax is the number of required containers of
this multiple container loading problem. The final arrangement result is represented by
(10)
Therefore, the criterion of the result X ( , , ) is F( , , ).
3.2 Multi-start local search
The multi-start local search procedure is used to obtain an optimal pair of the box sequence
and the set of orientation orders . This procedure has two phases. First phase is decision
of initial solutions using heuristics, and second phase is optimization of this solution using
local search. Let msn be the number of initial solution and let lsn be the iteration number in
local search. This procedure follows the original local search for each initial solution without
any interaction among them and the random function is different at each local search.
At first phase, a good pair as an initial solution is selected. Therefore a heuristic rule that is
related to decision of the box sequence is prepared. Another solution is selected at
random.
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At second phase, an optimal pair is found by using local search. The neighborhood search is
a fundamental concept of local search. For a given , the neighborhood is denoted by Ν1( ).
Here, for = (b1,...,bn ) ,
(11)
for all combinations of 1 ≤ k,l ≤ n , k ≠ l and nsb is a neighborhood size. That is, two numbers
bk ,bl of a permutation are taken, and they are exchanged. If nsb = 1 , this neighborhood
only swap two adjacent numbers. For a given , the neighborhood is denoted by Ν2( ).
Here, for = ( ,..., ),
(12)
for all combinations of 1 ≤ i ≤ n , 1 ≤ h ≤ N , 1 ≤ k,l ≤ 6 , k ≠ l . Thus, one order of a set of
orders
is taken; two numbers
of the selected order are taken, and they are
exchanged. In this neighborhood, suppose that a neighborhood size nsr is the number of the
exchange operation.
The local search in the neighborhood consists of generating a fixed number of pair of
solutions 1,..., lsn in Ν1( ) and 1,..., lsn in Ν2( ), and finding the best pair of solution and :
(13)
Assume that the pair of j -th initial solutions are denoted by
found by

j,

j,

j,

the optimal solution is

(14)
The method of multi-start local search MSLS are describes as follows.
[Algorithm MSLS]
Step 1: Set j =1, i =1.
, the set of orientation
Step 2: If j ≤ msn , then set random seed rs j and decide the sequence
orders
Step 3: Set * =

and the overhang parameter
, *=

Step 4: If i ≤ lsn , then solve DCA(
Step 5: If F ( *, *,

j

j,

else stop.

.

)<F(

Step 6: Set i = i + 1and select

,

,
,

,

j

), else go to Step 7.

) , then set * =

∈Ν1( *) and
j

, *=

∈Ν2( *).

.

Go back to Step4.
Step 7: If j =1, then set = * , = * and = j;
else if F ( , , )<F ( *, *, j), then = *, = * and = j .
Step 8: Set j = j + 1, i =1 and go to Step 2.
In this algorithm,
and
( j =1,...,msn) are initial solutions and optimal arrangement
result is represented by X( , , ). The j-th local search uses the random seed rsj to
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determine the initial solution and the next solution in the neighborhood. The move strategy
of this local search is first admissible move strategy as shown by this algorithm.

4. Computational experiments
4.1 Configuration
The tested method of multi-start local search procedure is shown below. At first phase, only
one rule is required. The following rules are used to decide an initial solution of
.
(R1) Sorting in decreasing order of the box volume v i, i ∈ P.
(R2) Sorting in decreasing order of the box value ci , i ∈ P.
These rules are used properly by problem type. If the object of the problem is to maximize
the volume utilization, the rule R1 is used, and if the object of the problem is to maximize
the total value of the loaded boxes, the rule R2 is used. Therefore the initial solution of box
sequence is all same at any j, j = 1,..., msn.
for each box
Another initial solution of , which is the order of orientation
of type i are selected using a random function initialized random seed rsj. The random
function used here is linear congruential method.
The static parameter overhang ratio is important factor as shown by Takahara (Takahara,
2006). However, is fixed here for the simplification.
In order to show the effectiveness of the approach above described, the test cases from the
literature were taken. Three kinds of test cases, that is the bin packing type multiple
container loading problem with one container type, the bin packing type multiple container
loading problem with different container type and the knapsack type multiple container
loading problem, are taken.
As the bin packing type multiple container loading problem with one container type, the 47
examples of Ivancic et al. (Ivancic et al., 1989) are used here. The objective of the problems of
Ivancic et al. is to find a minimal number of required containers load all given boxes. Each
problem consists of two to five box types where only one container type is available. The
problems of Ivancic et al. are denoted by IMM01 to IMM47.
As the bin packing type multiple container loading problem with different container type,
the 17 examples of Ivancic et al. (Ivancic et al., 1989) are used here. The objective of these
problems is to find the arrangement to maximize the volume utilization to load all given
boxes. The problems of these are denoted by IMM2-01 to IMM2-17.
In these two bin packing type problems, the constant numbers are α = 1 and = 0 in the
criterion (3) and the rule R1 is used to determine the initial solution of box sequence.
As the knapsack type multiple container loading problem, the 16 examples of Mohanty et al.
(Mohanty et al., 1994) are used here. The objective of this problem is to maximize the total
value of the loaded boxes. The problems are denoted by MMI01 to MMI16. In this knapsack
type problem, the constant numbers are α = 0 and =1 in the criterion (3) and the rule R2 is
used to determine the initial solution of box sequence.
The algorithm was implemented in C using MS Visual C++ 6.0. The results of this approach
were calculated on Xeon PC with a frequency 3.0GHz and 3GB memory.
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4.2 Comparison with other methods
In order to show effectiveness of the approach above described, this approach MSLS has
compared with other approaches. The following approaches were included the results of
three kinds of test problems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IV_1989, a heuristic approach (Ivancic et al., 1989);
MO_1994, a heuristic approach (Mohanty et al., 1994);
B&R_1995, a heuristic approach (Bischoff & Ratcliff, 1995);
BO_2000, a heuristic approach (Bortfeldt, 2000);
EL_2002, a tree search approach (Eley, 2002);
EL_2003, a bottleneck approach (Eley, 2003);
TA_2006, a meta-heuristic approach (Takahara, 2006);

Table 1 presents the results for the 47 IMM problem classes. The parameters that were used
in MSLS are = 50 , msn = 5 , lsn = 500 , nsb = 1 and nsr = 3 . The last column shows the total
number of required containers. The results show that MSLS could be obtained the minimum
number of total required containers than any other approach. But the result of the proposed
approach is same as the result of the SA-Combined of TA_2006. This is because the greedy
loading algorithm SCA is almost same as the loading algorithm that uses in TA_2006.
However, the performance of computational time of MSLS has been improved from that of
TA_2006 by 50%.
Table 2 shows the results for the 17 examples of three dimensional bin packing problem
with different container types. The parameters that were used in MSLS are = 50 , msn =10 ,
lsn =1000 , nsb = 1 and nsr = 3 . The proposed approach obtained second highest average of
volume utilization. For the test cases of IMM2-04 and IMM2-17, best arrangements ware
found among these four methods. Fig.1 shows the best results found by the proposed
approach.
Table 3 shows the results for the 16 MMI examples of knapsack type problem. The
parameters that were used in MSLS are = 50 , msn =10 , lsn =1000 , nsb = 2 and nsr = 6 . The
proposed approach obtained third highest average of volume utilization. For the test cases
of MMI08 and MMI15, best arrangements ware found among these four methods. Fig.2
shows the best results found by the proposed approach.
4.3 Effect of neighborhood size
The neighborhood sizes, that is nsb and nsr , are key parameters of the proposed approach.
nsb is the box sequence element ranges that can be exchanged. nsr is the number of iterations
in which the orientation order elements are exchanged. In order to show the effect of these
parameters, the following experiments have been done. The other parameters that were
used here are = 50 , msn =10 , lsn =1000 . Table 4 shows the Ivancic et al. with different
container types test problems results. The value in this table is volume utilization. If the
neighborhood size nsb grows, the effect of the neighborhood size nsr becomes small. In the
case of nsr = 3 or nsr = 4 , the better results are obtained. Table 5 shows Mohanty et al. test
problems results. The value is the percentage of bounds. If the neighborhood size nsb
becomes small, the effect of the neighborhood size nsr becomes small. In the case of nsr = 5
or nsr = 6 , the better results are obtained.
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Table 1. Results obtained for the problems from Ivancic et al. with one container type
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Table 2. Results obtained for the problems from Ivancic et al. with different container types

Fig. 1. Layout results of Ivancic et al. with different container types test problems
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Table 3. Results obtained for the problems from Mohanty et al.

Fig. 2. Layout results of Mohanty et al. test problems
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Table 4. Ivancic et al. with different container types test problems results for different
neighborhood size

Table 5. Mohanty et al. test problems results for different neighborhood size
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5. Conclusion
The presented multi-start local search approach for the multiple container loading problem
is suitable for solving various kind of problem, because the proposed approach is based on
greedy loading algorithm and hardly uses problem-specific operators and heuristic rules.
Hence it is easy to improve and manage by users. Its good performance and superiority
compared with the other approaches were shown in the test results.
In this paper, only the weakly heterogeneous problems are taken. Thus, further studies
include integration of greedy loading algorithm and multi-start approach, dealing with the
strongly heterogeneous problems, and development of an efficient container loading
software.
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